CHAPTER XVII
THE EARTH'S GARMENT OF VEGETATION
The Importance of Plants and Animals
Thus far we have devoted our attention chiefly to the direct responses
of man to the five great elements of physical environment. Beginning
with the earth as a globe, we have passed directly from land forms, water
bodies, soil, minerals, and climate, to man's activities. Only here and
there have we touched on the plants and animals which form the second
column in the geographic diagram of A4. Now that we have studied
climate, however, we are ready to consider how plants and animals influ-
ence man s activities. They exert their influence chiefly through agricul-
ture, the great industry which furnishes most of our food and raw
materials.
The importance of plants and animals may be judged from the fact
that in the United States about a quarter of the population depends directly
upon agriculture. Someone has well said that previous to 1900 the chief
manufactured product of the United States was 5,740,000 farms with an
area of 840 million acres. The number of farms increased to 6,448,000 in
1920, but has now fallen somewhat. Nevertheless the amount of land in
farms has increased to about 1 billion acres. About 360 million acres
are harvested each year, but this is reduced to about 290 million if we
exclude hay. The amount of cultivated land is not increasing now be-
cause we export less food and use fewer horses than formerly. Moreover,
the greater part of the good land has already been occupied. Neverthe-
less, in 1930 the farms of the United States, including buildings, equip-
ment, and animals, as well as the soil where the crops are grown, were
worth about 57 billion dollars. This is more than the capital invested in
manufacturing enterprises in this country. The number of people who
live on the farms is about the same as the number who depend on manu-
facturing, provided we exclude the building industry.
Even in a country like England, where manufacturing is predominant
and home production of food does not begin to supply the demand, agri-
culture employs more people than all the railroads, steamships, and other
means of communication, and more than the metal industries which have
made British cutlery and other hardware famous all over the world* Else-
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